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OUR SEO PACKAGES AND PRICING [& HOW WE DO IT]

iOSoft Technologies is dedicated to providing you with the results you need to gain online 
visibility. We will conduct a thorough investigation to find out everything there is to know 
about your target audience and how we can utilize your website’s content to drive traffic 
and turn your visitors into paying customers. 

Our team follows a step by step work processes starting with a detailed audit of 
your brand based on sustainable white hat practices that focus on a unique 
understanding of YOU, your products & services. By listening to you and deter-
mining your business needs, we will put together a successful SEO plan that will 
help you accomplish your goals and change the way you do business online.

OUR TEAM: 

Our pre-designed SEO packages give you an idea of the action plan suitable for your 
business. We will customize our services according to your SEO requirements. Our com-
prehensive SEO strategies comprise of On-Page and Off-Page optimization. We also give 
importance to any suggestions regarding the content, layout formatting, navigation 
requirements and overall structuring of the website given by the client.

We analyze the information which comes from thorough research some of which are men-
tioned in the following:

Targeted Keywords
Link Sources
URL Popularity
Traffic Source
Pay Per Click Advertising

 iOSoft Technologies team maps optimum SEO strategies by analyzing the slightly different 
algorithms of the search engines like Google, Yahoo, MSN, and Ask.com. Our team puts a 
great effort for researching the niche directories, websites, blogs, social networks and key-
words to connect your website to such forums. This helps your website to go miles ahead 
from others and rank at the top on search engines, respectively.

Our Approach
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On Page | Off Page | Social Media Optimization
On Page Optimization:

Off Page Optimization:

Competitor Benchmarking Analysis: We usually look at and analyse your competitors 
strengths to come up with a strong and tactical strategies to put you in the right position in the 
search result and ultimately right before your target audience.

Key phrase Research: We do a lot of research regarding the use of keywords and we also 
look at what kind of keywords your clients are using in order to gain traffic. We use significant 
high traffic keywords with high conversion rate to raise you ROI. The key phrase selection is 
also done for tracking and improving the SEO process.

We incorporate your strategic keywords into existing website pages with keyword saturation 
and density which is needed to achieve high ranking for your pages in the search results. This 
will be done by;
1.  Utilizing key phrase factors like keyword density, relevancy and position.
2. Page markup factors like <title> tags, <meta> tags, <a href=> hyperlink tags and <img> alt 
    tags.
3. Using H1/H2/H3 HTML Tags.
4. Optimizing home page content

iOSoft Technologies is responsible to establish your positive “Online Reputation Manage-
ment” which is also known as Off Page Optimization. These are;

1. Blog/forum marketing
2. Search Engine submissions
3. Link Baiting
4. Local listings
5. Article submissions and reviews.

Steps We Follow

Website Analysis and Evaluating Competitors Progress

Setting Goals: Before moving on further, we will have a consultation phase where we will dis-
cuss what your website goals are and how we can accomplish them. In addition, we may ask 
you certain questions that may be concerning on the website structure and strategic foun-
dation for your social media marketing. iOSoft Technologies team is here to give you only the 
best SEO services and quality at its best.
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Deliverables Starter SEO Premium SEO 

Targeted Number of Key Phrases Unlimited Unlimited  

Website & Competitor Analysis Free Free 

Keyword Research & Analysis     

Internal Link navigation     

Unique Titles Tags     

Unique Description Tags     

H Tags Optimization     

Images and Alt tag     

Xml Sitemaps Creation     

Sitemap Submit in Google 
Webmaster Tool     

Sitemap Submit in Yahoo Site 
Explorer     

Sitemap Submit in Bing Webmaster 
Center     

Google Analytics Install     

Keywords density Set     

Website Content  X   

Blog Content Optimization X   

Directory Submissions X   

Social Bookmarking X   

Classified Ads Submissions X   

 

RSS Feed Submissions X   

Blog Commenting X   

Linking to Quality and Relevant 
Blogs & Websites X   

Monthly Progress and Rank Report X   

Use SEO Friendly Code X   

Make SEO Friendly URL Structure From 5 pages  Entire Site 

TOTAL  

Pricing Estimates

KSH 25,000-49,000 KSH 50,000-500,000
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Benchmarking | KPI | Results

Monthly Benchmarking Report
In this report, you will be able to see your existing listings in all the major search engines. 
This brief and concise report will be sent on monthly basis to help you to document your 
website progress. Our analysis report will show you how your website is ranking on vari-
ous search engine queries.

Monthly Key Performance Report (KPI)
Each month we will be sending you a ranking report based on the progress of your web-
site on the search engines and sent it to you via your e-mail. The rank report will include 
rank reports showing your website’s position on Yahoo, Google and Bing.
We’ll let you know, which keywords bring current traffic and focus on them.

Results
Since there are search engines that tend to index or re-index the optimized site in 4-12 
weeks, however, there are search engines like Google that help your website to get 
crawled more frequently and reach higher ranking than ever before. You can expect to 
see results starting to appear right in front of you after 4-6 weeks of submission from our 
side. Indexing and re-indexing tends to take time to settle down but they usually stabilize 
after three months.

In the meanwhile, your traffic will keep rising continuously as we optimize your website’s 
images and content.

Terms of Service

Maintenance Agreement
The maintenance agreement is on monthly basis. 

White Hat SEO Techniques
We only implement White Hat SEO techniques which are recommended by each search 
engine. We encourage our clients to use valid SEO practices that are mentioned in the 
Webmaster guidelines.

Payments
The client shall pay all the fees mentioned in the chart previously. If an

FTP
We will require FTP and administrator dashboard access of your website or CMS to 
begin working on your project. 

Monthly Updates
We will be providing you with Monthly Reports so that you can follow up the progress on 
your website. We will submit your website’s content to free directories. Some directories 
charge fees to submit any content. Therefore, the client has to pay the fees.

Warranty
iOSoft Technologies warrants that all work will be performed in a professional manner 
and that all work performed under this agreement will be the original work of iOSoft 
Technologies and not plagiarized or in violation of any copyright or infringement laws.

Note
This proposal is valid for 30 days from the date on which it was issued.
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